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Hot washington dc restaurants

Skip to main content The nation's capital is becoming a seat of power in the restaurant world. October 24, 2019Courtesy Le DiplomateThe National Mall, the Smithsonian museums, the monuments: there's plenty to see in Washington, D.C. But for decades the restaurants haven't held on the same way. No longer: in recent years, the nation's capital has transformed into a bona fide dining destination, moving beyond its beloved
steakhouses and power lunch places (although there are still large versions of those) with a new wave of tremendous restaurants popping up in neighborhoods across the city. And while the city attracted some marquee names known for their restaurants elsewhere (José Andrés, Michael Mina), mostly it is homegrown talent that oversees Washington's hottest tables. From the iconic classics to the mod brasseries, locally inspired
menus to the distant, when it comes to where to eat in D.C., we have you covered. In adding this new stunner to their local restaurant empire, husband-and-wife team Maria and Fabio Trabocchi has expanded beyond the Italian cuisine for which they are famous and in the area of Spanish tapas (it is not a stretch: Fabio is from Italy's Le Marche region, but Maria is from Mallorca). Del Mar, in The Wharf, is a riot of colour and patterns,
from the tiles and the plates to the staff's personal uniforms—and the fish image suspended from the ceiling. No edition has been spared creating this beautiful modern Mediterranean interior, and the view of the river is just as precious. The paellas (made with Bomba rice) is breathtaking; although you will be tempted to fill your table with seafood from the raw bar or boiled dishes such as Andalusian gambas all ajillo and charcoal-baked
potatoes with aioli and bravas sauce. Whatever you get, cap the meal with chocolate-hazelnut churros. At Le Diplomats, it's as if someone picked up a Parisian bistro and dropped it in the middle of D.C. trendy 14th Street – shiny red booths, green metro tile, a show-stop zinc bar and all. Philly restaurateur Stephen Starr's audacious French brasserie is still a hot ticket more than five years in, especially the l'Orangerie space and the
beautiful pavement tables. Favourites here include bistro dishes such as the seafood pato, house cheese burger, steakfrite, expensive dover alone meunière (available on Thursdays), and trout amandine. Go for a rough group dinner - it's already hard and busy, and the tables have a way to make friends with their neighbors before night's passing. Bad Saint, a no-reservations hot spot in Columbia Heights that always draws a line, is
small, with only 24 seats in every last millimetre available square footage. Here, chef Tom Cunanan keeps the menu - creative interpretations of the Filipino dishes he grew up eating -succinct, but you'll want to try as many dishes as you can. The list changes regularly, but previous favorites have ukoy fritter with shrimp and sweet potatoes, and adobo with turmeric, chicken, chicken, burn coconut. Don't be ashamed to order - there's a
reason this Filipino cuisine has won great national recognition. If you haven't read chef and owner Kwame Onwuachi's memoir notes from a Young Black Chef, the artistic Afro-Caribbean dishes at two-year-old Kith/Kin you will walk through his life story. The multi-award-winning chef, who has just claimed the James Beard Foundation 2019 Upcoming Star Chef title, cites influences stretching from Nigeria to Trinidad to the Bronx. Here,
which translates to succulent fried oxtail, butternut plates of shrimp and rice, tamarind accent Jamaican jerk chicken, and monkfish with West African stacks such as fufu and melon seeds. Even waffle fries get a sprint of Ethiopian salt. If you want to see a congressman (or a lobbyist) in the wild, this refined dining room is a good bet. The fine dining restaurant, located near the White House, has been around for over 20 years, and
restaurateur Ashok Bajaj has built it up as a major power player location. However, this is not your typical expendib account steakhouse. Rather, it's a tweezers-out, precious flowers-in-kind of place; bright skin branzino with compressed plum, anyone? The preset lunch is a relative bargain -$20 or $37, depending on the number of courses. Come on if you want to eat like a Beltway bandit. Even the wooden outside Masseria looks
stylish. Walk beyond that though, and you'll see an outdoor lounge with fire paths and pattern tiles the color of the Mediterranean. Chef Nicholas Stefanelli, who worked with Fabio Trabocchi (from Fiola Mare and Del Mar) at Maestro in the day, created a modern Puglian menu that includes everything from pasta to seafood to burrata. All this gets an element that elevates it: the burrata Pugliese is served with caviar and oyster; the cult
favourite linguine is tossed with spicy XO sauce. You will want to try as much of it as you can, so we recommend opting for a four-, five-or six course tasting menu, all of which are offered nightly. A giant fire pit is the first thing you'll see at Maydan in the U Street neighborhood, and it's appropriate because so many items are cooked over this open flame. The menu mixes North African and Mediterranean flavours, and the cocktails and
wines (similarly acquired) complement them well. Scoting flatbread — still warm from the heart — with fences and dips such as mohammedra, a Syrian spread made with walnut, red pepper and pomegranate molasses. Then dig into the main life—a whole chicken clothed in turmeric and coriander or a lamb shoulder-and-sides, which includes flavored halloumi and lemon-harissa carrots. Blagden Alley is an extremely buzzing dining
destination thanks to chef Jeremiah Langhorne's award-winning The Dabney. Langhorne, who worked for Sean Brock at McCrady's in Charleston, S.C., for five years, sources from the Chesapeake Bay and the Mid-Atlantic area, then cook them over live fire at heart. The menu changes offers dishes such as fankered liver grass or fried Chesapeake sugar pathways (aka small pufferfish) with buttermilk dressing and hot honey. It's hard
to resist the turtle myelos bread, no matter the season. The two Michelin-starring Minibar in the Penn Quarter is the most unique, delicious, and wallet-busting science course you'll ever take. The purpose of chef José Andrés's molecular gastronomy-influenced progressive tasting menu is to challenge the taste buttons reading, blow your mind-with more than 20 inventive dishes, including, in the past, basil foam and balshamic vinegar
caviar with edible Parmesan spoons. Liquor pairings, designed to supplement the tasting menus, range from $195 for classic wines to a $500 for a benchmark. There is also a $75 non-lingered mating; any of them are recommended. The menu at Seven Reasons often changes to keep up with chef Enrique Limardo's whirling imagination. The Venezuela-born chef made a big splash in Baltimore before camping to 14th Street in 2019.
Here, Wagyu carpaccio looks different; butternut beaked with cocoa and caviar in a jewel of a gate; and the Coconut Delirious dessert low coconut custard and ice cream elicit a coastline. Collect friends to try bites from the small, medium, and large plates, ranging from classics such as mini arepas, tostadas, and ceviche. Mother-of-two chef-duo Seng Luangrath and Bobby Pradachith have received recognition for their Laotian cooking
at Columbia Heights' Thip Khao, and now let them leave at Hanumanh, a fun Shaw newcomer who is experimenting with tradition. Two must-order beginners: An outback-inspired flower mushroom and a thinly sliced banana blossom. The compact menu frequently rotates; Fresh, funky dishes intended for sharing include vermicelli cliffs with fermented fish pork sauce, steamed Cornish game hens, beef balls with sticky rice, and red
crab curry. You can see Rasika's window-side ca booths with bowed apart from outside the West End restaurant – at night one of those, and you got the best seats in the house. No trip to Rasika would be complete without ordering the polek chain, lighter-than-air, flash-fried spinach covered with yoghurt sauce. James Beard award-winning chef Vikram Sunderam also does a black cad entrée that is so popular that it flys out of the
kitchen, as well as a number of dishes that direct to vegetarians. For dessert, speculate location for culfi (a frozen milk dish a bit like ice cream). This long time D.C. dining gem is still one of the most exciting Indian restaurants in the country. At Pineapples and Pearls, in Capitol Hill, the team behind Rose's Luxury can bend their imagination to the maximum. It's truly a feast in every sense; In spring, the 12-course meal can include treats
such as a 150-layer lasagna, duck croquette tacos coated with watercress ice cream, and butternut ice cream cake for dessert. And the surroundings fit the cooking; the award-winning fine dining restaurant looks like the stuff house of a fashion editor: it's basically beige (in a classic classic with contact of copper and hot walnut. Note: There are three dining options that you book with tickets, and you need to make bookings well in
advance. At Centrolina in CityCenterDC, The district's new mixed-use development, chef and owner Amy Brandwein change her menu seasonally, but her terracotta-dressed wooden tone is always in use. The pasta is her signature -try the fried oxtail and spinach raviolini with bone marrow, or the spinach paste with rabbit rag as it is on the menu-but enzymes like wood roasted fish or Colorado lamb stretch is also excellent. If you're
still swinging in the neighborhood the next day through Brandwein's new coffee shop, Piccolina across the street for espresso and pastriesLocal chef Johnny Monis (the James Beard Award winner who made his name at the high-end D.C. restaurant Komi) still draws a crowd waiting to get in at these no-reservations Dupont Circle. Little Serow offers a relatively affordable ($54) tasting menu of seven courses showcasing spicy North
Thai-inspired cuisine. The offers always change, but some favorites include khao soi with egg flies, laap gai chiang mai with chicken, or whiskey ribs. Each course is served on a delicate floral dish, and the meal often concludes with a cool and frozen flame. If your artistic, booky next-door neighbour's lounge had a commercial kitchen in it, it would feel much like Rooster &amp; Owl, which is housed on the ground floor of a new building
on 14th Street. Vegetarians and meat seterners will feel cater for, thanks to a set menu that changes with the seasons, but every meal at Grid &amp; Owl begins with an order of delicious pineapple bundles, inspired by chef Yuan Tang's childhood in Hong Kong (no pineapples are present). The husband-and-wife team behind the restaurant designed the menu as a common experience, with many sharing: four courses with four
choices each. Walk through the tranquil seas of the Four Seasons in Georgetown and make your way to Bourbon Steak, a Zen-like dining room with dark wood everywhere. Michael Mina does right through steak and potatoes, with prime tracks bathed in butter and finished on the wood-burning grill. However, prices can approach the three-digit mark, so if you don't feel spending, but still want the Bourbon Steak experience, try the
lounge, which is known for its decadenth citizens. Thanks to its noneon-green sign and inevitable line, you'll see Rose's luxury from across the street. Chef Aaron Silverman has had a huge impact on the D.C. food scene since the restaurant opened in Barracks Row in 2013; His lychee salad with pork sausage, habanero, and peanuts are officially one of the city's cult classics. The menu manages to tackle creative dishes without taking
itself too seriously; try the sun gold tomato bucatini and, of course, the popcorn breadlée for dessert. Old Ebbitt Grill, Washington's oldest salon, spoke about the places, but it had a prime place — right next to the Home -for decades. The historic restaurant looks the part: it is covered with wooden panels, ancient citers, leather banquets, and DC-themed paintings. It's an icon, and you feel it's the second you walk into the door. The
menu includes crowd-pleasers such as sandwiches, burgers, scratches and salads, but it's really best known for its oysters. You can choose a dozen to share or go hog-wild with some of the raw bar's more extravagant sacrifices, including the Orca Platter, with crayfish, crab claws, clams, oysters, and shrimp. During daily happy hours (3 to 6 and 11 p.m., or 2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays), oysters are half price, and a large wine list
offers many seafood-friendly options. Options.
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